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Casio aw-591bb manual

To G-SHOCK site Casio Watch Line: G-Shock Module number: 4778 Manual in PDF: See 4778 Online → (without download, good for mobile); English Manual in PDF: Download 4778 ZIP Latest news on Casio G-Shock AW-591 Series All G-Shock AW-591 News → Introducing the Black
Out series from G-SHOCK with a collection of all-black stealth G-SHOCK that captures the essence of one-tone resin. Simple matte black finish allows the shape of the AW591, DW6900, GX56 and G100 models to stand out with buckles, buttons and frame in a black ion plate finish. Before
using this guide, we recommend: Download official AW-591 Manual →See official 4778 AW-591 Manual Online → All settings are clearly explained and understandable. Hold down A in timekeeping mode until the seconds start flashing, indicating the setting screen. Press C twice to move
the flashing to the home city code setting (see illustration below), and then use B and D to select the code you want to use. – Make sure you select your home city code before changing other settings.– For full information about city codes, see City code table. Press C to move the flashing in
the sequence shown below to select the other settings. When the setting you want to change flashes, use B and D to change it as described below. Press A to exit the settings screen. – Resetting only seconds (without changing DST, Home City Code, Hour or Minute Setting) causes the
analog minute hand setting to adjust automatically.– See Digital Time Daylight Saving Time (DST) setting below for details on the DST setting.– The 12-hour/24-hour timekeeping format you select in timekeeping mode is used in all modes. Latest news about Casio G-Shock AW-591 Series
All G-Shock AW-591 News → Case / Frame Material: Resin / Aluminum Resin Band Neobrite Shock Resistant Mineral Glass 200-meter Water Resistance LED Light Auto Light Switch, selectable lighting duration (1.5 seconds or 3 seconds), afterglow World time29 time zones (27 cities +
coordinated greenwich mean time), daylight saving time on/off 1/100-second stopwatchMeasuring capacity: 59'59.99Meal modes: Overflowed time, split time, 1.-2. place times Countdown timerMeasuring unit: 1 secondCountdown range: 60 minutesDown time setting range: 1 to 60 minutes
(1 minute increments)Second: Automatic repeat, progress beeper 5 daily alarm (with 1 snooze alarm) Hourly signal Full autocalendar (to year 2039) 12/24-hour format Regular timekeepingAnalog: 2 hands (hour, minute (hand moves every 20 seconds))Digital : Hour, minute, second, pm,
month, date, day Accuracy: ± 15 seconds per month Approx. battery life: 3 years on CR1220 Size of case : 52×46.4×14.9 mm Total weight: 58g • Button operations are indicated using the letters displayed• For your convenience, the sample views in this manual do not show the analog
hands on the watch.• Each part of this manual provides you with the information you need to in eachmode. Additional details and technical information can be found in the Reference section.• Depending on the model of the watch, you will display text displays either as dark shapes on a light
background or light shapes on a dark background. All sample views in this manual are displayed using dark shapes on a bright background. For indicators, On is indicated by a dark indicator on the positive (dark on the light) screen, and with a light indicator on the negative (light-on-dark)
screen.• Press C to switch from mode to mode.• In all modes (except when a setting screen is on the screen), press B to illuminate The Time Display Mode World Time Mode Countdown Timer Mode Stopwatch Mode Alarm Mode Hand Setting This watch has separate digital and analog
time display. The procedures for inserting digital time and analog time are different.• In the Timekeeping mode, press D to change the display format as shownDay in the week month – Daytime: MinutesUse the timekeeping mode to set and display a digital display of the current time and
date. When you set the digital time, you can also configure daylight saving time (DST or DST) settings, the home city code (the city where you're using the clock), the 12/24-hour format, and the lighting duration.• This clock is preset with a variety of city codes, each representing the time



zone in which the city is located. When entering the digital time, it's important that you choose the right city code for your home town. If your location is not included in the city codes in this presumed city, select the preset city code that is in the same time zone as yours• Note that all the times
of the city codes in world time are displayed in accordance with the digital settings for the time and date you configure in the time zone• After you enter the digital time and date correctly, you can set the time preview clock with a different city code by changing the city city code in To set the
digital time and date1. In timekeeping mode, hold down A until these start flashing, indicating the setting2. Press C twice to move the flashing to the home city code setting (see illustration below), and then use B and D to select the code you want.• Make sure you select the Home City code
before switching other setting.• For complete city code information, see City code3. Press C to move the flashing in the sequence shown below to select the other settings. Seconds DST Home City Code Time MinutesDay Month Year 12/24-hour FormatIllumination Duration4. When the
setting you want to change flashes, use B and D to change it to switch between daylight saving time (Change city codeChange hour or minutesSelect between 12-hour (12H) and 24-hourSelect one second ( ) or three seconds ( ) as lighting durationUse D (east) and B (west).5. Press A to
exit the settings screen.• Resetting only seconds (without changing DST, Home City code, hour, or minute setting) causes the minute hand setting is adjusted automatically.• See Digital Time Daylight Saving Time (DST) setting below for details on • The 12-hour/24-hour timekeeping format
you select in Timekeeping mode is• For more information on lighting duration, see Lighting. Digital time DST SettingDay saving time (daylight saving time) promotes the digital time setting by one hour from standard time. Keep in mind that not all countries or even local areas use daylight
page 2 to switch between DST and Standard Time1. In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down A until the seconds start to flash, indicating the setting screen.2. Press C once to display the DST setting screen.3. Press D to switch between daylight saving time (displayed) and Standard Time (4.
Press A to exit the setting screen.• The DST indicator appears in the timekeeping, alarm, and hand setting mode to set the daylight saving time processing to be performed below when the time indicated by the analog hands does not slow down the time of the digital display. To adjust the
analog time1. Press C five times in timekeeping mode to enter the 2. Hold down A until the current digital time starts tilting, indicating the analog setting screen.3. Press D to proceed with the analog time setting by holding down D to proceed with the analog time setting using • If you need to
proceed with the analog time setting on a long road, hold down D until the time starts to move on at high speed, and then press B. This locks high-speed hand movement so that you can release the two buttons. High-speed hand movement continues until you press a button. It will also stop
automatically after the time passes 12 hours, or if an alarm (daily alarm, hour signal or countdown viewer) starts to sound.4. Press A to exit the setting screen.• The clock automatically adjusts the minute hand slightly to match the inner number when exiting the setting screen.• To return to
the timekeeping mode, press C.World Time digitally to match the current time in 27 cities (29 time zones) around the world.• All operations in this section are performed in World Time mode, as you enter by pressing C.To display the time in another cityIn world time mode, press D to scroll
eastwards • For full information about city codes, see City code• If the current time shown for a city is incorrect, it probably means that there is a problem with timekeeping Mode time and /or Home City code settings. Go to Timekeeping mode and make it necessaryTo switch between
standard time and daylight saving time1. In world time mode, use D to display the city code where the default time/daylight saving time setting you2. Hold down A for about two seconds to switch between Daylight Saving Time (DST indicator displayed) and Standard time (DST indicator is
not displayed).• DST indicator is displayed when playing out a city code such as daylight saving time is• Note that DST/Normal time affects only the city code currently displayed. Other city codes are not• Note that you cannot switch between standard time and daylight saving time, while the
Countdown timer can be set within a range of 60 minutes. An alarm is triggered when the countdown reaches zero. The countdown timer also has an automatic recurrence function and a progress query that signals the countdown progress.• All operations in this section are performed in
Countdown Timer Mode, which you enter by pressing Configure the countdown timerDenfor is the settings you should configure before you normally use the countdown timer. Countdown start time; Automatically repeat on/off; Progress• See How to set up the countdown timer for information
about setting up the timer. When automatic recurrence is turned on, the countdown automatically restarts from the start time of thecountdown when it reaches zero. If you drive again, the countdown is repeated a total of eight times, after which it stops automatically. When automatic
recurrence is turned off, the countdown stops when it reaches zero, and playback shows the original countdown start time.• Pressing D while a countdown is automatically repeated will pause the current countdown. You can resume the countdown automatically by pressing D, or you can
press A to reset to the countdown time start value. Countdown Timer Beeper OperationsThe clock beeps at different times during a countdown, so you can stay informed about the countdown status without looking at the screen. The following describes the types of beeper operations the
clock performs during a countdown. The countdown sixifies you when the countdown reaches zero.• When the progress viewer is turned off, the countdown viewer sounds for about 10 seconds, or until you press a button to stop it.• When the progress viewer is turned on, the countdown
audio light will sound when the progress viewer is turned on, The clock emits the beep of firesorts at the top of every countdown minute.• 30 seconds before the countdown has ended, and the clock emits four short beeps.• The watch emits a short beep for each of the last 10 seconds of the
countdown.• If the countdown start time is six minutes or higher, the watch emits a short beep foreach second of the last 10 seconds before the five-minute point is reached. Fourshort beeps are sent out to signal when the five minute point is reached. To configure the countdown timer1.
While the countdown start time is on the iCountdown Timer Mode display, hold down A until the current start time starts to flash, indicating that • If the countdown start time is not displayed, use the function under To use the countdown timer to2. Press C to move the flashing in the displayed
sequence to select other settings.3. When the setting you want to change flashes, use duB and D to change it as described below. Use D (+) and B (–) to setting.• You can set a start time in the range of 1 to 60 minutes of inPress D to turn automatic recurrence on (shown) and offPress D to
turn the progress toy on (ON) and off4. Press A to exit the settings screen.• You can also perform steps 1 and 2 of the above procedure when you need to view the current settings for automatic recurrence and progress of beeps. To use the countdown timer, press D while in countdown
timer mode to start • The countdown timer operation continues even if you use countdown timer mode.• Press D while a countdown operation is in progress to pause it. Press D again to resume the countdown.• To stop the countdown completely, first pause it (by pressing D), and then press
A. This returns the countdown time to the start value. The stopwatch allows you to measure the running time, intermediate times, • The screen area of the stopwatch is 59 minutes,• The stopwatch continues to run, restarting from zero after it reaches the limit until you stop it.• Stopwatch
measurement continues even if you exit stopwatch mode.• When you exit stopwatch mode while a split time is frozen on the display, the timer is cleared and returns to using time measurement.• All operations in this section are performed in Stopwatch mode, which you enter by pressing
C.To measure times with the stopwatch Split stop split triggers Ready page 3 • Button operations are indicated using the letters displayed• For convenience, the sample views in this manual do not show the analog hands of the watch.• Each part of this manual provides you with the
information you need to perform operations in each mode. Additional details and technical information can be found in the Reference section.• Depending on the model of the watch, you will display text displays either as dark shapes on a light background or light shapes on a dark
background. All sample views in this manual are displayed using dark shapes on a bright background. For indicators, On is indicated by a dark indicator on the positive (dark on the light) screen, and with a light indicator on the negative (light-on-dark) screen.• Press C to switch from mode to
mode.• In all modes (except when a setting screen is on the screen), press B to illuminate The Time Display Mode World Time Mode Countdown Timer Mode Stopwatch Mode Alarm Mode Hand Setting This watch has separate digital and analog time display. The procedures for inserting
digital time and analog time are different.• In the Timekeeping mode, press D to change the display format as shownDay in the week month – Daytime: MinutesUse the timekeeping mode to set and display a digital display of the current time and date. When you enter the digital time, you
can also configure daylight saving time (DST or DST) settings, the home city code (the city code where you use the clock), the 12/24-hour format, and the lighting duration.• This clock is preset with a variety of city codes, each of which is set to time zone time zone that the city is located.
When entering the digital time, it's important that you choose the right city code for your home town. If your location is not included in the city codes in this presumed city, select the preset city code that is in the same time zone as yours• Note that all the times of the city codes in world time
are displayed in accordance with the digital settings for the time and date you configure in the time zone• After you enter the digital time and date correctly, you can set the time preview clock with a different city code by changing the city city code in To set the digital time and date1. In
timekeeping mode, hold down A until these start flashing, indicating the setting2. Press C twice to move the flashing to the home city code setting (see illustration below), and then use B and D to select the code you want.• Make sure you select the Home City code before switching other
setting.• For complete city code information, see City code3. Press C to move the flashing in the sequence shown below to select the other settings. Seconds DST Home City Code Time MinutesDay Month Year 12/24-hour FormatIllumination Duration4. When the setting you want to change
flashes, use B and D to change it to switch between daylight saving time (Change city codeChange hour or minutesSelect between 12-hour (12H) and 24-hourSelect one second ( ) or three seconds ( ) as lighting durationUse D (east) and B (west).5. Press A to exit the setting screen.• Reset
only the seconds (without changing DST, Home City Code, Hour, or Minute Setting) causes the analog minute hand setting to adjust automatically.• See digital time daylight saving time (DST) setting below for details on • The 12-hour/24-hour timekeeping format you select during the
timekeeping time is• For more information about the lighting duration, see Lighting. Digital time DST SettingDay saving time (daylight saving time) promotes the digital time setting by one hour from standard time. Keep in mind that not all countries or even local areas use daylight
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